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The purpose of this thesis is to present a description 
of the work performed in establishing a satellite tornado 
detection laboratory in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, in the Spring 
of 1952 and in operating and maintaining the laboratory to 
the present timeo The scope of the material is limited to 
discussion of the circuitry of the equipment used and general 
experimental results obtainedo Particular emphasis is placed 
on the modifications to the equipment and data taken to ob-
tain information concerning the characteristics of the sferic 
waveform for periods of time up to 4000 microseconds after 
the sferic is ini t ia t edo 
The writer wishes to express his appreciation to 
personnel of the Stillwater Tornado Research Laboratory for 
their assistance and cooperationo Particular thanks is ex-
tended to Mro Ruben Do Kelly who constructed the sferic wave-
form detection equipmento ·The enthusiastic support of Dro 
Herbert L0 Joness under whose guidance this work was performed, 
has been most encouragingo A word of thanks should also be 
given to adminis t ra t ive pe rsonnel of the Facilities Branch of 
the CAA Aeronautical Center who made the space available for 
the equipment installation and permitted the use of test equip-
ment and other facilitieso The cooperative attitude of the 
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"Tornadoes are by far the mos t violent and destructive 
manifestations of all natureo 111 This statement is verified 
each year by statistical data in the number of lives lost 
and the millions of dollars in property damage caused by 
these storms ., The Uni t ed States Weather Bureau has released 
information to the effect that over the past 35 years the 
nation has averaged 109 tornadoes during the first six 
months of the year, wi.th an average of 202 deaths., During 
the first four mon t hs of 1953D 2/+9 tornadoes struck in the 
United Sta tes leaving over Y50 persons dead and many more 
injureda In March 9 1925: 800 persons were killed by tor -,, 
nadoes in Missouri 9 Indiana and Illinois.c 
Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College has been 
engaged in a research program since 1947 directed toward the 
establishment of an adequate warning system which could sub-
stantially reduce the loss of life caused by tornadoes,, It rs 
evident tha t appre ciable reduction in property damage is im-
possible unless a means o.f 11 killing" the storm in its early 
stages could be devised., 
lWilliam. L .. Donn .ii Me teorolo_gy with Marine Ap12lica tions 
(New York 8 1946) , p. 179 ,, 
211 24-9 Twis ters Hit This Year .~ Record Is Seen," Oklahoma 
City Tim~ 9 June 10 9 1953 ~ p .. 9o 
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An adequate warning system should have the following 
characteristics ~ 
lo The data gathering equipment should permit continuous 
observation of storm activi ty from the early .stages 
of development to the actual formation of a funnel 0 
2o The equi.pment should provide information from which 
the exact location of the storm center can be deter-
mined a ccurately at all timeso 
3o The information should be of such a nature that it is 
possible to definitely distinguish between at least 
three stages of storm development, formation of the 
low level thunderstor m$ formation of the incipient 
tornado~ and formation of the active tornadoo 
4o Interpretation of data should be accomplished as 
rapidly as possible and the communication system 
should be efficient so that the warning may be 
g iven to t he citizens of the particular communities 
in sufficient time for them t o take the necessary 
precautions., 
The research a t Oklahoma Agr i cultural and Mechanical College 
has been concerned primarily with the firs t three of these 
characterist ics o The fourth logically must follow after the 
first three have been a.ccomplishedo At the present time, 
warnings a.re issued in Oklahoma. based on p:r>ediction of tor= 
nado development from meteorological datao This system seems 
to offer a very accurate method of forecasting and warnings 
a.re usually issued several hours in advanceo However 1 in 
most instances ,, the warning a1"ea is quite largeo The method 
of identifica tion and loc a tion of tornadoes being studied at 
Oklahoma Agricultura l and Mechanical College is based upon 
observation and analysis of the electromagnetic disturbance 
created by and hav i ng its origin i n t he storm cello The exact 
location of the storm is determined f'rom continuously indicat-
ing direct ion finding equipment 9 supplemented by radar equip= 
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ment when the storm is within range.9 approximately 150 miles. 
An extensive study is being made of the actual waveform of the 
incoming sferic in an attempt to determine as many character-
istics as possible ror differentiating between the three 
stages of storm development as related in the preceding discus-
sion .. A discussion of the equipment used in these investiga-
tions will be presented in later chapters o However it should 
be mentioned here that two identifying characteristics have 
been discovered in past studies:3 
1. The energy spectrum of the sferic from a high-
intensity thunderstorm includes frequencies 
higher than those normally found in the low= 
intensity storm., 
2., The frequency of occurrence of these high-
frequency sferics is materially increased as 
the active tornado formso 
In order to obtain complete data as to the location of 
the storm cell using direction finding techniques., it is 
necessary that observations be made from a minimum of two 
positions spaced some distance aparto A satallite laboratory 
was planned to be located in Oklahoma City.9 Oklahoma. Selec-
tion of this location provides a base line of approximately 
60 miles i.n length for making triangulation calculations on 
storm location. The initial installation of direction find-
ing equipment was begun in April.9 19520 A statement of the 
purposes of the Oklahoma City laboratory includes not only 
the providing o.f additional direction finding da tai, but also 
further study of the sferic waveform to determine additional 
3Herbert Lo Jones and Philip No Hess 9 "Identification 
of Tornadoes by Observation of 1 Waveform Atmosphericss" 
Proceedings of ~h~ IoRoE~, 40 lSeptember~ 1952)~ Po 10490 
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identifying characteristics of the tornado ., During the spring; 
and summe r of 1952 9 the direction finding equipment was placed 
in operation and observations were made on the movement of 
several thunderstorms which crossed the State during this 
period. A simplified waveform detector was constructed so 
that some indication could be ob t ained as to the type of sig-
nal being re cei,red~ This equipment consisted of a vertical 
whip antenna approximately 20 feet in height feeding a 6AG7 
cathode =follower stage., The signal was then fed to a conven-
tional Class "A" video amplifier stage using a 6AC7 tube and 
then to a second ca t hode ,=follower output stage for driving 
the low =impedance co axial transmission line. Inside the build-
ing, the signal wa s app l ied directly to a terminating resist-
ance and the vert ical amplifier of a DuMont 304=H oscilloscope. 
The oscilloscope was adjusted to the "driven sweep" position 
and the incoming sferic was utilized directly for triggering 
the sweep., This sys t em, while unsatisfactory as a permanent 
arrangements provided much needed experience with the nature 
of the problem and familiarity w:l th the di.rection finding 
equipmen t .. Photographic equipment was not available at this 
time for obtaini ng a permanent; record of the waveforms which 
were observed o 
Complete sferic detection and direction finding equip-
ment was installed a t the Oklahoma City laboratory in the 
spring of 1953 . The major portion of this thesis is devoted 
to the investiga tions made and cir·cuitry involved in the 
work at Oklahoma City during the spring and summer of 1953., 
A primary objective of the investiga tion during this period 
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was to obtain more extensive data concerning the sferic wave-
form, with par ticular emphasis on its characterist ics at times 
up to as much as 4000 microseconds after the initial s urgeo 
In the previous investigations, the oscilloscope sweep speeds 
which wepe used range from about 50 microseconds up to about 
250 microsecondso This discussi.on will tie concerned pri.mar-
ily with the equipment design and modifications in the cir= 
cuity which were necessary to obtain the data a t the longer 
sweep times" A detailed ana.lys is of' the waveforms will be 
presented in a later thesis by Mr ~ J " Po Lindseyo 
CHAPTER I I 
lVIETEOROLOGICAL CO NDITIONS 
Before presenting a descripti.on of the equipment and 
analysis of the circui try invobred in the systems it is de~ 
sirable to dis cuss certain aspects of the meteorological 
conditions which are pertinent to the study of the tornado 
and the sferic waveforms encounteredo 
Formation of the Thunderstor m 
All thunderstorm a ctivity is dependent upon the exist= 
ence of a meteorological s i tua tion which produces a column 
of rapidly rising 9 relatively moist air o This vertical col= 
umn extends upward for several thousand feet and the air is 
subject to cooling as it riseso Condensation of the mois~ 
ture takes place and the cumulonimbus or t hundercloud is 
formedo If the upwar•d velocity of the air is suff icient 9 
the moisture will be carried to an altitude where tempera.= 
tures are below the freezing point where ice and snow will 
formo The sltuation to produce the upward rush of the air 
may exist be cause of (1) pronounced local he ating of the 
lower a ir layer's (2) windward slopes of steep mountains which 
give to the wind a vertlc a.1 component of velocity 9 or 
(3) steeply sloping cold-air wedgeso 1 Storms originating 
from the fir's t of the above ca uses are quite local in nature o 
Very s t rong straight winds may be produced , bu t normall y 
lwilliam L o Donn.I) ~~~~eorologx with Marine AJ?~lica tions, 
p .. 830 
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the over-all energy levels a.re relatively low., The thunder-
storm activity which is an almo st daily occurrence in moun-
tainous regions is a result of the second cause o These also 
are relatively low intensity stormso The frontal storms may 
be of two types s ( 1) underrunning and ( 2) overrunninge If th.a 
advance of colder air is greater at ground levels than at the 
higher levels,i, a wedge of cold air• forces the warmer air up~ 
ward 9 forming a line of clouds along the fronto This is an 
underrunning cold fronto Quite often however 3 the advance of 
colder air is more rapid at high l evels than it is along the 
ground where frictional forces tend to retard it .. This pro-
duces the overrunning cold fronto The presence of this colder 
air above the warm air along a relatively narrow band just 
ahead of the front is a very unstable condition9 and is in 
general one of the conditions contributing to the formation 
of the tornadoo This condition is not in itself sufficient 
for predicting occurrence of a tornado. In the method deviseq 
by Fa.wbushs Millers and Starrett, the simultaneous exist-
ence of six me t eorological conditions is required before a 
') 
prediction i.s madeoc:. 
Formation of the Tornado 
When the overrunning cold front condition exists;, the 
lighter warm a ir rushes upward with a very high vertical 
velocityo A towering cumulonimbus cloud is formed by this 
2E., J e Fawbush 9 Ro C., Miller, and Lo Go Starrett, "An 
Empirical Method of Forecasting Tornado Development, 11 
Bulletin of the American Me t eorolo_gical Society 9 XXXII 
(Januarys-Y9'51Ts pp.--r:c)' .. 
actiono The al titude reached by the cloud is determined to 
a large extent by t he he ight of the freezing line above the 
earth, and the violence of the storm produced increases as 
the vertical development of the cloud increaseso This, 
therefore, is one reason why the thunderstorms which occur 
in the spring and summer are more violent than those in 
the winter. The maximum ve locity of the rising air column 
occurs jus t behind t he forward edge of the cloud formation. 
As the de velopment of t he storm proceeds ,) t he vertical ve = 
locity increa ses and a whirling action develops in the base 
of the cloud surrounding the vertica l air columno Further 
increase in vertica l velocity of t he ai.r within the column 
results in t h e formati on of the funnel which extends from 
the cloud ear thward .. 
Accumulation of Electric Charge in the Cloud 
The mechanism by which electric charge is built up in 
a cloud has no t been definitely dete rminedo Of all of the 
theories which have been advanced, two have been more fa = 
8 
vorably received than the others~ those of c .. T. R. Wilson 
and of G. c. Simpson . A general discussion of these theories 
is given in the foll.owing paragraphso For specific details, 
any one of seve1•a l good tex ts on t he subject should be con= 
sultede 3 For purpose s of the present study , only thos e 
a spects of the theories which contr ibute to correlation be -
3c. F. Wagner and G. D. Mc Cann 9 11 Lightning Phenomena , " 
Electrical Transmiss ion and Distribution Reference Book 9 
Westinghouse-Electric~nd Manufactur i n g Co. , (East Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania , 19)+4) .v Chapter 12, PPo 291 = 3240 
tween the mete orologica l observations and t he nature of the 
sferic waveform are of part i cular in t eres t . 
9 
The theory of Wi l son is premised on the existence, even in 
fair weather, of a large number of ions in the atmosphere 
and a normal electric field directed downward. The ions 
assumed to be present are of both positive and negative 
charge and have a very low velocityo When a water drop forms 
within a cloud, becomes larger 9 and begins to fall 9 it will 
become polarized t hrough induction because of the electric 
field in which it existso The direction of pola~ization is 
such that the bottom side becomes charged positivelyo The 
velocity with wh i ch the drop will fall under the influence of 
gravitational for ce is much greater than the velocity of the 
ions present o Negati ve ions will be attracted to the bottom 
side of the drop and the positive ions repelledo These larger 
drops therefore carry a negative charge toward the bottom of 
the cloud, leaving the upper portion with a net positive 
charge. 
The theory of G. Co Simpson is based on the phenomenon 
that when wat er drops are broken up by a stream of air strik-
ing them j the particle s of water become positively charged 
while the air be comes negatively chargedo In the cloud j) the 
water drops which ente r the high velocity updraft are broken 
up and the drop l e t s formed receive a positive chargeo The 
upward stream of a i r b e comes nega t ively charged and carries 
this charge away to t he l arge body of the cloudo The small 
droplets recomb i ne an d f a ll back where they are again sepa= 
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rated and become charged still more positively~ In this way 
the main body of the cloud will be charged negatively with 
a positive charge cell located inside of the rising air col= 
umn at a short distance above the base of the cloudo The dis-
tribution of positive charge in the upper portion of the cloud 
is explained by Simpson as being due to the motion of snow and 
ice particle s moving at a high velocity through the airo 
Regardle ss of which of these theories is taken as the 
correct one D the important factor which is common to both is 
that the a ccumulation of charge is dependen t upon the col= 
umn of rapidly ascending airo The rate of bui.ld up of the 
charge will b e more rapid for higher air veloc i ties within 
this columno Using either theory., a s at isfactory explana-
tion for the increase in discharge occurrence rate which has 
been observed in tornadoes will resulto 
Mechanism of the Lightning Stroke 
Electric charge will continue to accumulate within the 
cloud until the potential gradient reaches the breakdown 
valuee This value is normally on the order of l~OOOcOOO 
volts per meter at normal air density in the presence of 
large cloud- dropletso4 When this critical potential has been 
reached the discharge process beginso For a single stroke 
from cloud to ground the process may be divided i nto three 
stages 9 (1) the pilot streamer 9 (2 ) the stepped leader9 and 
;t ~, 
4Lo Po Harrison9 ~ightning Discharges to Aircraft and 
Associated Meteorological Condit i ons 9 National Advisory~-
Committee f or Aeronautics Technica l Note Noo 1001 9 (Washing= 
ton., 1946) 9 Po 134Q 
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(3) the return stroke ., 
Initially., a stream of electrons called a pilot stream-
er extends into the surrounding air from the cloud toward the 
earth .. It will continue to advance as long as the potential 
gradients encountered continue to be sufficiently large, leav-
ing behind it a narrow i onized path .. Since the progress of 
the streamer is determined by the potential gradient at its 
tip end., it may proceed in more than one direction from sev-
eral points along i t s path of descent., giving it a forked 
characteristic .. Since the current carried by this streamer is 
relatively smal l 9 of the order of one ampere or less ,. it is 
doubtful tha t this stage of development of the stroke contrib-
utes appreciabl y to t he sferic waveform normally receivedo 
The velocity of propagation of the pilot streamer is between 
62 and 1240 miles per s econdo5 
The stepped leader begins its descent after the pilot 
streamer has extended but a relatively short distance and 
in general follows a l ong the path which has been ionized .. 
Since it trave ls at a much higher velocity 9 it overtakes the 
pilot streamer and when it has done so pauses for a period of 
several microsecondsa During this pause, the pilot streamer 
advances far t he r .. At t he end of the pause ., another leader 
starts downward f rom the cloud ., f ollowing the same pathj and 
again overtakes the p ilot streamer where it pauses once more .. 
This process is repe a ted many t:ime s until the l eader tip is 
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quite near• the earth ,. As the leader approaches the earth 
the posit ive charge density on the earth's surface increases 
and eventually the potential gradient will be sufficient for 
a positive leader to begin to extend upward. When the tips 
of these two le ade r s meet 9 a tremendous surge of positive 
charge occurs, moving fr om the e ar th to the cloud along the 
low resistance, ionized path which has been prepared by the 
stepped leader. It is very doubtful that the stepped leader 
contributes appreciab ly to the sferic waveform since the cur-
rent invo lved is still relatively low. The ve locity of prop-
a gation of the stepped leader is of the order of 31 9 000 miles 
per second, however, due to the pauses and the fact that after 
each pause it is initiated again f r om the cloud, its rate of 
progress from cloud to earth i s the same as that of the pilot 
streamer. 6 
The return stroke which carries positive charges from 
the earth to the cloud is the most intense portion of the 
lightning discharge. The current carried may reach values as 
great as 150 , 000 amperes or more 9 wit h average currents of 
the orde r of 25,000 amperes . The velocity of propagation is 
between 12,400 miles per second to 87 9 000 miles per second. 
The initia l current surge lasts f or from 10 to 100 micro-
seconds and is followed by a relatively low current of from 
1000 to 100 amperes, l a sting f or a period of from one milli-
second to as long as one tenth of a second. This return 
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stroke is the major• contributor to the sferic waveformo 7 
In many c ases , a second discharge or 111or e may occur over 
the same pa.tho These are probably due to other charge centers 
in the cloud which contain insufficient charge to form an 
initial pilot streamerD but after the original low resistance 
path is prepared!) the potential gradient becomes sufficient 
for discharge to take placeo The return stroke in these 
cases is usually preceded by a dart leader!) so called because 
it does not proceed in steps and is not as forked as the 
stepped leadero Currents in these multiple strokes may even 
exceed that in the initial return stroke 9 hence they will con-
tribue appreciably to the sferic waveform observed.,8 
Conclusions 
The study of meteorological conditions producing thunder-
storm activi ty and the nature of the lightning discharge it~ 
self has yielded an explanation as to why the rate of dis-
charge will increase greatly during tornadoeso This is based 
upon the increase in rate of charge accumulation in the cloud 
due to the very high vertical velocity of the air in the up-
ward rushing colurrrno 
The presence of the higher frequency components in the 
sferic waveforms during tornado activity cannot be definitely 
accounted f or on the basis of the meteorological conditions 
7Ibid o 9 pp o 139 = 14L, 
8 rbido 9 PPo 141 ~ 1420 
discussed in this chapter. Dr. K. B. McEachron of the General 
Electric Company has postulated that these components may be 
produced by a static generator action of the whirl.9 Other 
theories which might be considered include the possible var-
iations in the resonant characteristics of the cloud itself 
acting as a capacitive electrical element and the discharge 
path having inductive qual i tieso It is known that the effec-
tive resistance of a gaseous discharge path varies in a com-
plex manner with time, exhibiting negative resistance char-
acteristics ove r certain periods. 10 All of these possibili-
ties should be g iven fur t her study if a satisfactory expla= 
nation is des ired i n t he future. One important fact which 
must be kept in mind is that the actual sferic wave shape 
is not the shape of the actual current flow in the discharge, 
but is propor t ional to the derivative of the current flow 
with respect to timeo Thus for a simple discharge where the 
current rises to a maximum value then decreases again to 
zero$ the sferic wave shape polarity would go through a com-
plete reversal from positive to negative or vice versa de-
pending upon the initial starting direction of current flow. 
9Herber t L. J ones , A Sferic Method of Tornado Tracking 
and Identification, Oklahoma Engineering Experiment Station 
Publication Noo =82 9 Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical 
College, Stillwa t er 9 Ok lahoma , (January, 1952), p. 9o 
lOw. Jo Kessler 9 Direction Findi11,8 and Rangin_g on 
Atmospheri~i, Engine ering and Industria"'lE'xperimentStation, 
University, of F l or i da ~ Ga i nsvilleJ) Florida 9 (Sept • ., 1948) 
pp. 42 - 44° 
CHAPTER III 
INSTALLATION AND CIRCUITRY OF EQUIPMENT 
The Tornado Research Laboratory in Oklahoma City 9 Okla-
homa is loacted at the Municipal Airport)) Will Rogers Field 0 
The site is on the west side of the airport 9 at the north 
edge of the area occupied by the Civil Aer•onautics Adminis-
tration~ s Aeronautical Centero The selection of this site 
was based primarily on the fact that i.t would be easily 
accessible to personnel in case of storm development during 
their normal working hourso Another advantage considered was 
the availability of electric power and telephone service o The 
primary disadvantage of t he site was the proximity of other 
electrical and electronic equipment., A filter was necessary 
to eliminate interference from a nearby low frequency radio 
range stationo 
The equipment as initially installed was constructed by 
personnel of the Tornado Research Laboratory at Stillwater,!) 
Oklahomao Since detailed discussions of most of the circuits 
may be found in other publications 1 only a general discus= 
sion is included hereo In order to obtain data concerning 
the characteristics of the sferic waveforms for periods up to 
4000 microseconds in duration 9 several modifications of the 
original equipment were necessaryo These modifications are 
discussed in gre a ter detailo Other differences from equip= 
ment previously used are mentioned in the general discussiono 
16 
Direction Finding Equipment 
The direction finding equipment was designed and con~ 
1 structed by Vernon D. Wade. A block diagram of this equip-
ment is given in Figure lo Details of construction and cir-
cuit analysis may be found in theses by Wade and Holzberlein. 2 
The antenna system consists of two separate loops, one orient-
ed with its plane in a North-South direction and the other 
with its plane in an East-West directiono Signals from each 
of these loops are amplified by separate and identical ampli-
fierso The output of the North=South amplifier is used to 
drive the vertical deflection plates of a 2AP1 cathode-ray tub~ 
and the output of the East=West amplifier drives the horizon-
tal deflection plates of the same cathode-ray tubeo Since the 
voltage induced in each of the loops by a vertically polarized 
wave front moving across it is dependent upon the angle of in-
cidence with the loop!) a line will be produced on the cathode-
ray tube which indicates the direction from which the signal 
arrives at the arrayo Sense circuits have not been incorporated 
in the direction finder.I) hence a 180° ambiguity exists in the 
indicationo This is not particularly disadvantageous since 
the location of the squall line is generally known and in addi-
tion ambiguity will be eliminated when triangulation with the 
lvernon Do WadeD Development and Operation of~ Crossed 
Loop Sferic Direction FinderD Master of Science Thesis.I> Okla~ 
homa Agricultural and Mechanical College.9 1951. 
2Thomas Milton Holzberlein!) A Study of Tornado Tracking 
EquipmentD Master of Science Thesiss Oklahoma Agricultural 
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Stillwater laboratory is accomplished. A gating pulse is ob~ 
taineq from the sferic waveform detection equipment to in-
tensify the cathode-,ray tube simultaneously with the trace on 
the wave shape scopeo The only modification which was made 
to this equipment was to replace the three-conductor cable 
from the antennas to the amplifiers and associated connec-
torso This was done to obtain longer cables so that the an-
tennas could be located an appreciable distance from the sur-
rounding buildingso 
Sferic Wave-Shape E-9.!:lipment 
The sferic wave =shape equipment was constructed by Mr. 
Ruben Do Kelly of the Stillwater Tornado Research Laboratory. 
Initially$ the maximum duration of the oscillos cope sweep was 
limited to approximately 400 microsecondso Since one objec -
tive to be accomplished at the Oklahoma City Laboratory was 
to obtain data concerning the wave shape of the sferics at 
sweep durations of up to 4000 microseconds, it was necessary 
to make modifications in the equipment to provide for this 
longer duration with satisfactory timing markerso These modi-
fications are discussed in detail in the following sections. 
The entire wave =shape equipment is divided into smaller units 
for purposes of discussiono A block diagram of the equipment 
is shown in Figure 2o 
Signal Amplifier Circuits 
A schematic diagram of the complete system of signal 
amplification is given in Figure 3o 
A vertical whip antenna approximately 605 feet in 
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length is connected through a 2 megohm resistor to the grid 
of a 6.AK5 cathode follower stage having a step resistance 
attenuator in t he c athode circuito This attenuator is neces-
sary in order to prevent overdriving the following stages 
during periods of high- intensity activity. It was necessary 
to add the 2 megohm resistor!) Rl.A.P in series with the grid of 
Vl to prevent: "grid leak" detection of a very strong signal 
from nearby broadcast station KOMAo A second cathode follower 
stage is used to reduce the loading on the input stage and 
to provide a low impedance output for driving the RG-8/U 
transmission lineo3,4 All voltages for operation of these 
amplifiers are supplied from electronic power supplies lo= 
cated in the equipment room and are fed to the unit through 
separate shielded cableso All other circuits are located in 
the equipment roomo 
A 50 ohm resistanceD Rl4, properly terminates the trans-
mission line at the receiving endo A low pass filter hav~ 
ing a cut-off frequency of 600 kilocycles per second is in-
corporated between this terminating resistance and the next 
amplifier stageo This is done to eliminate broadcast station 
interferenceo Terminating resistanceD Rl6:, is also the 
3Herbert Lo Jones, Research .2!! Tornado Identification, 
Second Quarterly Progress Report, File Number 11587 =PH=91 , 
Signal Corps Research.9 PPo 7 = lOo 
4Albert Charles Odell, f>: Stu.s!:Y of Tornado Research 
Equipment:, Master of Science Thesis~ Oklahoma Agricultural 
and Mechanical College, 1953 9 PPo 5 = 80 
cathode resistor for VJ, a 6AC7 grounded grid amplifier5 
v4 is a conventional pentode amplif'ier using a. 6AC7 tube 
with a low plate load resistance to maintain the response 
at high frequencieso The output of this stage is coupled 
to a two tube cathode follower through a parallel=T filter 
designed for a rejection frequency of 60 cpso Two 6AG7 
tubes are used in the cathode follower in an arrangement 
similar to that employed in the second cathode follower 
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stage of the antenna amplifier uni to 6 Two outputs are ob~· 
tained from this stageo One provides a signal for the photo-
graphic synchronizer unit., which is the first unit used for 
developing control signals for camera operation.!) tr:i.ggerin~ 
the oscilloscope sweep, unblanking of the oscilloscope, etG o 
The other output.9 the signal output.!) is fed to a two section, 
parallel~T filter networko This filter is placed in the sys-
tern only during periods of low level activity when i.t is 
necessary to operate the amplifier• at very high gain., The 
first section is a parallel=T having a rejection frequency 
of 60 cps and the second section is a parallel=T having a 
rejection frequency of approximately 350 kilocycles per 
second to eliminate interference from a nearby low frequency 
radio range station., To obtain a better frequency respons,s, 
this filter unit is removed when high frequency components 
are likely to be found in the incoming sferico Generally, 
)Herbert Lo Jones.9 Research _2!! Tornado Identification9 
Fifth Quarterly Progress Report 9 File Number ll5S7 mPH=9l, 
Signal Corps Research.9 PPe 10-130 
6calvin Mo Hammack., "Cathode Follower of Very Low Out= 
put Resistanc e .9 11 Elec_~t?.E,s, (November.I) 1946) .9 PPo 206=210e 
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the sferic signal level during these periods is sufficiently 
large to allow the amplifier to be opera ted with a gain low 
enough that the interfering signals are too small to cause 
any appreciable distortion of the sferic waveform. Overall 
frequency response curves of the complete system with the 
filter unit inserted and with it removed are shown in Figur, 
4o Following the filter unit:, the signal is fed to the ver-
tical a..rnplifi.er of a DuMont 241 oscilloscope o 7 This ampli-
fier has a much better frequency response than tha t vertical 
amplifier in the DuMont 304=H oscilloseopec It is essentiat-
ly flat .from 20 cps to 1 megacycle per second )) while the Du-
Mont 304=H ampl ifie r response is down to 50% at a frequency 
of 300 kilocycles per secondcB However , the 304-H was the 
only oscilloscope available having a driven sweep synchrosc~pe 
feature~ hence is used for displaying the wave shape. The 
final amplifier sta ge of the DuMont 241 scope consists of two 
6AG7 tubes connected in push=pull. Signals are taken from 
each of the plat es and fed through separate coaxial cables 
directly to the verti.cal deflection plates of the DuMont 
304=·H scope o An additional advantage obtained by using the 
separate a.mpli.f ier i.s tha. t the gain may be changed with= 
out opening the light boxo 
7 QE_era ting ~ Maintenance Manual:, DuMon t Ca tho de ·-Ray 
Oscillograph Type 241!) Instrument Division., Allen B. DuMont 
Laboratories , Inco, Clifton, New Jerseyo 
Bo~erating and Maintenance Manual 9 DuMont Cathode ~Ray 
Oscillograph Types 3014--,H and 304, Instrument Division:, Allen 
Bo DuMont Laborator ies, Inco, Clifton, New Jerseyo 
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The purpo se of the pho t ographic synchronizer is to pro~ 
vide control signals for simultaneous operation of the c am-
era relay unit and the oscilloscope gating and sweep trigger 
unito Driving signal for this unit is obtained .from the 
signal amplifier as indicated on the schematic diagram, Fig= 
ure 5.. The initial impulse of t he sferic may be of either 
positive or negative polarityo It is necessary that the con-
trol signals be generated by the le ading edge this first im-
pulse., The signal is fed simultaneously to the cathode of a 
6AC7 grounded=grid ampli:f i.er 9 Vl, and to the grid of a 6AC7 
grounded,= cathode amplif'i.erv V2o The plates of these tubes 
are conne c ted to a dual diode 6AL,5'::, one to the cathode of 
each half., With the two plates of this tube .ii V3 9 tied to ~, 
getherl) a negative voltage w:i.11 be produced across the load 
resistor, R7 f) for i.ncoming s.ferics o.f either positive or nega-
tive polarity o A portion of' this voltage 3 as determined by 
the adjustment of the sensitivity control 9 R8f) is applied to 
the grid of a 6AG5' amplifier 9 V4e Coupling to the following 
stages an Eccles =Jordan trigger circuit/) is through a 6AL.5 
diode conne c ted so a s to insure that only positive going 
voltages will be present across Rllo The Eccles ~· Jordan cir-
cuit provides the primary control voltage for all functions 
mentioned above,, 
In the initial quiescent condition,, the second tube of 
9Jones 9 Research on Tornado Identifications Second 
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the Eccles - Jordan trigger circuit, V6B, is conductingo 
The first tube 9 V6A 9 is cut offo Application of a positive 
voltage of sufficient magnitude to the grid of V6A will cause 
this tube to conduct and cut V6B offo The circuit will re= 
main in this second stable condition until the reset relay.I) 
CR2 1 is energized 9 removing the gI•ound from the grid circuit 
of V6Bo When V6B is not conducting, its plate voltage is 
equal to the plate supply voltageo This increase of poten-
tial is applied to the grids of the two halves of a 6J6 tube, 
V7A and V7B 9 connected in parallelo These tubes in parallel 
can safely carry sufficient current to operate control relay 
CRl when the grid voltage is increasedo Fixed cathode bias 
is provided for this stage by a voltage divider between the 
plate supply voltage and ground 9 R20 and R2lo 
The control relay .,, CRl, controls the operation of two 
other relay circuits.,, the reset relay, CR2.I) and the film 0 ~ 
advance relay,, CR.3., As mentioned previously.11 the reset re= 
lay removes the ground from the grid circuit of the second 
tube of the Eccles=Jordan trigger circuit to return it to its 
initial condition in readiness for the next sferico To pre= 
vent overloading of the c amera circuits and give the camera 
sufficient time to perform satisfactorily 9 this relay cir-
cuit provides for adjustment o.f the reset time of the trigger 
circuito Capacitor 9 ClOj is initially charged to a voltage 
as determined by adjus t ment of the reset time potentiometer, 
R24., The c athode vol t age of' VSA is sufficientl y positive to 
hold the tube cu t offo When the ground is removed from the 
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grid by the a. cti.on of the control re l ay 9 t he capaci tor begins 
to discharge through R.22, a 1 megohm resistor o V8A will be= 
gin to conduct af ter the capacitor voltage has reached cut-
off for the tube o The reset relay will operate when tu.be con= 
duction current becomes sufficiento The time necessary for 
this to occur 1.s dependent upon the initial charge on the ca-
pacitor which in turn is determined by the setting of the po= 
tentiome ter 9 R24,o Operation of the relay resets the control 
circuit fo r the nex t cycl.e of operationo 
Another set of contacts on t he control relay serve to 
operate the fllm=advance relay, CR3 9 in the plate circuit of 
V8Bo This tube is normal l y not conducting due to fixed bias 
placed on the ca thode from a voltage divide r consisting of 
resistor R30 and potentiometer RJl. Capacitor c9 is initial-
ly charged to t his same voltageo Operation of the control 
relay places this capacitor in series with R28 and R29o At 
this instant.9 the grid to cathode voltage i.s essentially zero 
volts 9 the tube will conduct and relay CR3 will be energized. 
Contacts on t his relay close to complete the circuit to the 
camera soleno i.do However, as the capacitor discharges 9 the 
grid wi.11 go negative with respect to cathode and the t ube 
curren t wi.11 decr ease to a value insuffici.ent t _o operate CR3o 
The time require d for this to occur may be varied by adjust= 
ment of R29. It is ne cessary that this time be less than the 
reset time for the tr•i.gger c ircui t so that the film will be 
positioned correctly before the next sferic is to be photo= 
graphedo 
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The output of the Eccles=Jordan trigger circuit is also 
fed to the grid of a 6.AK.5 cathode follower amplifier 9 V9o 
The output of this amplifier is differentiated by the action 
of Cl2 9 R32 and R33 and fed to the trigger output jack of 
this unit through one half of a 6AL5, VlO , so that only the 
positive going portion is passed on to the oscilloscope gat~ 
ing and timing unito The leading edge of this signal occurs 
simultaneously with the leading edge of the Eccles ,~Jordan 
circuit output,, 
Oscillosc_£Ee Ga ting and Timing Uni t 10 
Most of the modifications which were necessary to obtain 
data at longe r sweep durations were made in the oscilloscope 
gating and timing unit,, The schematic d l agram given in Fig= 
ure 6 shows the circuits after all modifications were madeo 
The trigge:r pulse derived from the photographic synchro= 
nizer is applied to a very short time constant differentiating 
circulto The positive "spike" produced is used to trigger a 
one =shot multivibra.tor9 V5o The multivibrator output is a 
rectangular pulse used for unblank1.ng the oscilloscope for 
a specific time interval while the sferic signal is being dis-
playedo The duration of this pulse ls determined by the charg-
ing time constant for the capacitor Cl5o This duration may be 
adjusted to any value from about 50 microseconds to 5000 micro= 
seconds by means of the potentiometer R2 lo The end of this 
pulse occurs when the capacitor has charged to the point where 
10Herbert Lo Jones, Research on Tornado Identification~ 
Third Quar terly Progress Report ,, FileNumber 11587 =PH=91 ,, 
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the grid voltage of VSB will permit the ttibe to conduct once 
more o Originally 9 a 6SN7 tube was used in this c i.r cui to How-
ever, to obtain the longer sweep duration9 it was necessary to 
replace this tube with a 6SL7 which has a cut=off voltage 
which is much less nega ti.ve than the 6SN7;; thus allowing the 
capacitor to charge for a longer period of time before V5B 
starts to conducto The output of the multivibrator is fed 
to a 6J5 amplifier 9 V6 9 and then to the grid of V4B 9 one half 
of a 6SN7o A potentiometer in the cathode circuit of this 
tube permits adjustment of the amplitude of the unblanki.ng 
pulse or gateo Negative timing markers are applied to the 
plate of amplifier V4B .9 hence the output cons is ts of a pos = 
itive gat ing pulse which is serrated by the negative timing 
markerso This composite signal is fed to a two ~tube cathode 
follower similar in design to that used in the antenna cath-
ode follower circuit and the amplifier preceding the Du.Mont 
241 amplifiero The output of the cathode follower is applied 
directly to the Z axis input of the DuMont 304=H oscillo= 
scopeo The add itional amplifier previously employed for 
invertlng the signal is not necessary since the Du.Mont 304=H 
scope requ:i.res a positive unblanking volta geo The timing 
marlrnrs serve to blank the scope trace at accurate time 
intervals so that necess ary measurement on the sferic wave = 
forms can be madeo This ga ting pulse is also applied to the 
direction finding scope so that unb1anking of this scope 
occurs simultaneously w:l.th unblanking of the wave shape 
scopeo 
32 
The timing markers are derived from a 100 kilocycle per 
se c ond crystal controlled oscilla tor circuit, Vl . A block-
ing oscillator count-down circuit is employed to obtain the 
desired marker spacings, V2o Three different spacings may be 
selected by means of a switch on the front panel of the unit, 
20 microseconds.!) 50 microseconds and 200 microse c ondso The 
200 microsecond markers rep l ace the 10 microsecond markers 
in the original unit . Two hund:red microsecon d markers are 
necessary for studj_es involving longer.• sweep durationso The 
output of the co1:mtc~down circuit, tube V2B , is a sawtooth 
signal which when differentiated will produce nega tive "spikes" 
with the proper tlme spacing. The time constant of the dif= 
ferentiating circuit determines the width of the markerso 
It was necessary to make a provision for a lterin g this width 
for the different marker spacings since narrow pulses which 
were satisfactory for shorter sweeps were not visible when 
longer sweeps and more widely spaced markers were used. The 
second ha l .f, S1B, of the same switch which controls the mark= 
er spacing, SlA, ls used to vary t he time constan t of the 
discharge circu it for e apae i tor Cll. The markers thus pro~ 
duced are fed through two amplifiers , V.3 and V4A,o A poten= 
tiometer in the cathode of v4A permits adjustment of their' 
ampl itude o The plate of Vq_A is ti.ed directly to the plate 
of V4B where the markers are mixed with the gating pulse o 
Camera Control Circ u i 
~--~---,~ -o 
The c amera i s a modified 35 mm. mov ie c amera driven by 
a rotary s ole no id which a dvances the film one fr•a.me a fter 
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exposure by a single incoming sferic waveform .. The c amer a 
has no shutte r so the film i.s exposed immediately a s soon 
as the wave shape is displayed on the oscilloscopeo Opera= 
tion of the solenoid is c ontrolled by the film=advance relay 
in the photographic synchronizer unito The camera control 
circuit is given in B1igure 7 o11 It should be noted that 
this circuit a lso controls a strob light for illuminating a 
clock and date c ard so that this information is included 
on each frameo Additional information such as marker spacing, 
etc • .9 may be placed on the date c ard., A selenium bridge 
rectifier is used to supply the d =c voltage to operate the 
camera. Voltage will be applied to the c amera and strob 
light when the termina ls marked '' To Photo Sync Unit" are 
shorted togethe1• by the f ilm·=advance relay. Since the cam= 
era is shutterless, the dire ct ion finding scope, wave shape 
scope 9 clock and c amera must be installed in a light tight 
box to pre vent pre=exposure of the film which is in place 
ready for exposure at all ti.mes o 
Summary 
The equipment as described in this chapter provides a 
satisfactory means for obtaining information concerning the 
character istics of the sferic waveform for a time duration 
from 50 microseconds to _5000 microse conds af ter the initial 
surge of c urrent in the lightning stroke .. Additional infor= 
llodell.9 A~ of Tornado Jracking Egu1J?r:r]~n ~.9 PPo 18= 
21. 
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mation as to the direction of the stroke and its time of oc-
currence is obtained with a permanent photographic recordo 
Experimental data take n wi. t h this equipment is presented i n 
foll owing chapters o 
CHAPTER IV 
EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS 
Direction finding equipment was installed at the Okla = 
homa City Laboratory in April of 19520 Temporary equipment 
for visual observation of the sferic wave shape was con-
structed and placed in operation a short time latero During 
the spring and summer j several thunderstorms were observedo 
No permanent data were taken during this period however since 
photographic equipment was not availableo Communication with 
the Stillwater laboratory was not possible at this time for 
correlation of dire c tion finder indicationso The major ob-
jectives which were accomplished were (1) study of existing 
literature to obtain a better understanding of the overall 
problem9 and (2) becoming familiar with the operation of the 
direction finding equipmento It was also necessary to devote 
appreciable time to securing the facilities necessary for the 
laboratory~ eogo electric power~ tools~ component partsD test 
equipmentj etc. 
The sferic waveform equipment 9 including photographic 
equipment 9 was installed in early spring of 19530 Necessary 
modifications to permit gathering of data using oscilloscope 
sweep durations up to 5000 microseconds were made and the 
complete equipment was placed in operation in Mayo A plot-
ting board was constructed to aid in following the progress 
of the storm cellso The experimental data described in the 
following paragraphs we r e taken during the month of June» 
19530 Over 400 fee t of film was used in obtaining data dur= 
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ing this per iod. An appreciable portion of this film was de-
voted to sweep durations of 2000 microseconds or gre ater since 
these were of primary interest in this studyo Representative 
photographs taken using a 4000 microsecond trace are included 
at the end of this chap ter o It should be noted here that the 
direction finding e quipment is oriented with respect to mag-
netic north with north being at the top of the scope tube and 
east to the right. 
A general s ummar>y of exper'imental observations is given 
in chronologi.cal order in the foll ow i ng s e ct ions o A complete, 
detailed analysis of the photographic data is being made by 
Mr. J.P. Lindsey at the present time and will be included in 
his thesis at a later date . I n some c a ses the photographic 
record is not 0ompletely ,3atisfactory 9 however 9 as much in-
formation was obtained from this film as possible. Only the 
longest sweep was used in determining the s.feric duration 
distribution for any particular storm 9 and shorter sweeps 
were studied to determine whether high frequency components 
were presento 
June 2 2 19.S~ 
1rhe first attempt to obtain photographic data was made 
on the n ight of ,Jw1e 2 9 1953 between 9~00 and 10~00 porno 
Sferics were received from a northerly direction 9 limited to 
a segment betwef~n 20° west of north to 100 east of nor t h. 
Conditions in the vieinity of Oklahoma City were clear. Tric• 
angulation measurements made after obtaining i nformation from 
the Stillwater laboratory indicated that the storm was at an 
appreciable d:L inan ee f:r•om t he stations o On the fallowing 
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day this'was verified when weather reports showed that the 
only thunderstorm activity had been in Nebraska where some 
tornado activity was reportedo No high frequency components 
are present in the sferic waveforms obtainedo This is to be 
expected due to the great distance from the storm activityo 
Approximately 10% of the sferics recorded lasted for 2000 
microseconds or over 9 with the majority of them being between 
500 to 1000 microsecondso 
June 42 1953 
From 12:00 Noon until 1 : 00 Pomo on June 4» 1953 photo= 
graphic data were takeno Sferics were received from two 
major direct ions 9 along a NE-SW line and a NW =SE lineo This 
activity was apparently arriving from a squall line which 
had started to develop in western Oklahomao Practically all 
of these sferics lasted for durations between 200 and 700 
microseconds o No high frequency components were notedo 
At approximately 10 ~00 PoMo on the evening of June 49 
information was received from the Stillwater laboratory that 
radar precipitat i on echoes were observed near Taloga 9 Okla= 
homa and west of Cherokee 9 Oklahoma o The photographic record 
obtained from this ac tivity is not sufficiently readable to 
give usable da t ao 
June 5 £ 1..922, 
The squall line which formed in Western Oklahoma moved 
eastward a cross the stateo Storms which occurred on this 
date were quite severe ~ with reports of tornadoes from at 
least five differen t locationso It was necessary to perform 
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some work on the equipment 9 and as a result 9 no photographic 
data were t a ken unti l 3~2.5' Pomo The data gathere d between 
3:25 and 3: 45 P omo shows an increase in the high frequency 
components as compared to previous stormso At this time the 
squall line was qui te near since it passed over Oklahoma City 
a t 5~30 porno Unfortunately 9 direction finder indications are 
not visible on the photographso The majority of the sferics 
l asted for a duration of 1000 microseconds or less 9 however 
about 10% lasted for 200 microseconds or overo 
Photographic data were taken a gain from 8:04 to 8:45 
po mo Dire ction flnder indlcations are not visible on this 
portion of the recordo Over 70% of the sferics recorded defi-
nite ly contain high frequency components as observed on a 200 
microse cond sweepo The rate of occurrenc e during this period 
was quite higho 
June 6s 19,23 .::...Lu_g_e~l0 9 12$.3 
Shor t recordings were made on the afternoons of each of 
t hese days be tween 4 ~J5 and 4 g37 porn.,, and 5~00 and 5:06 Pomo, 
respectively., The d a ta obtained are not usable., 
June-1_8,2 1953 
The photographic: record t aken between 4 : 20 pome and 
4 g25 Pomo and another between 9~25 porno and 9g3.5' porn., on 
June 18.9 shows a number of sferic s receive d from the wes t 9 
west=south0 ·west 9 and northwesto Usable information cannot 
be obta ined from the photographs of thB wave shape scopeo 
It should be mentioned that the reason for much of this 
film not yielding usable data is that the negative portion 
of the waveforms was cut off because of the positioning of the 
oscilloscope with respect to the c ame ra o This difficulty was 
not apparent m1til af ter the fi l m was developed and as a re-
sult correct ive action could not be taken until ,June 26~ 195'3. 
Fortunate ly 9 much in.formation could still be obtained from an 
appreciable portion of the film which has been used before 
this da te o 
June 12.2 19.5~ 
Two sma l l ~J quall line s passed over the state on this 
date. Photographic data was taken both in the afternoon and 
evening. No high fre quency components we1•e note d on either 
of these recordso The duration of sferics follows the same 
pattern as tha t shown in previous stormse 
June 2 2 11 ]:.22 3 
At 33 30 porn. on June 22 ~ the Stil lwater l aboratory adc, 
vised that a squall line was beginning to form extending 
from Anthony 9 Kansas to Fort Sill 9 Oklahoma. Observations 
made between 4~43 p.mo and 4~49 p.mo showed that no high 
frequency components were being receivedo Practically all 
signals were coming from the southwest,, and a c tivity at this 
time was at a low level. Additional photographic data were 
taken between 8 g20 and 9g40 p.mo The record is not complete = 
ly sa tisfac tor'y 9 however9 it c an be seen tha t a large number 
of the sferics last ror over 4000 microseconds, with fre= 
quency components somewhat higher than normal .I) but not suf-
ficiently so to indicate severe a ctivityo No tornadoes were 
reported during this time. 
June 24 2 19;i3-
Data taken between 12~50 and 1 ~10 porno on J une 249 
shows 85% of a ll sferics originating from a direction 20° 
west of no rth o Seventy per cent of these last for a dura. = 
tion of from 400 to 1000 microseconds 9 with about 10% over 
2000 microse conds o No high frequency components are appar= 
ento 
At 6:00 pomo on this date 9 a squall line extended from 
Garden City ~ Kansas to Lubbock ~ Texa.so Observat i ons made 
on this ac tivity as it moved eastward showed a definite in= 
crease in the sferic duration.,, many of them las ting for 
longer than 4000 microsecondso 
June 27 s 19.~3 
The photographic records taken on this date are very 
satisfactoryo Prints of four of the sferics observed are 
shown in Fi.gure 8 to demonstrate the appearance of the 
longer sweep durations o 
Sferics recorded i n t he afternoon, between 4 ~19 and 
4:36 Pomo were received primarily from two directions 9 
north and northeasto A definite increase in the numbe r of 
sferics which last for durations between 1000 and 2000 
microseconds is apparent from the photograph s taken on a. 
4600 microsecond sweep o Over 85% of the waveforms have du-
rations of 2000 microseconds or lesso Approximately 10% of 
the sfer ics received from the northeast direction lasted 
for over 4 600 m:lcroseconds 9 while less than 5% of those 
from the north d irection lasted for over 4 600 microseconds. 
( a ) ( b ) 
r~ 
' 
(c) { d) 
FIGURE 80 REPRESENTATIVE PHOTOGRAPHS OF SFERIC 
WAVEFORMS PRESENTED ON A 4000 MICRO= 
SECOND SWEEP 
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No high frequency c omponents could be observed on this sweep 
durationo A very i n teresting observation is that the major 
frequency component of a very large number of these signals 
is very low 9 between 2000 and 4000 cpso Several waveforms 
indicate a basic frequency component of l.es s than 1000 cps o 
Photographic data were taken again between 11:30 porno 
and midnighto Radar precipitation echoes were reported by 
the Stillwater l aboratory in the vicinity of Medicine Lodge 9 
Kansas and near Bartlesville 9 Oklahomao The sferics re = 
ceived from a direction of 20° west of north are quite in-
terest i ngo Pract ical l y all of them had durations i n the 
range of from 1800 to 3600 microsecondsj with ove r 50% of 
them lasting from 2400 to 3200 microsecondso Over 15% of 
these s.ferics had a dur a tion of over L~200 microseconds o A 
small number of sferics with frequency components somewhat 
higher than normal were notedo 
Sferics received from the northeast showed a distribu= 
tion of durations more similar to that previously observed~ 
most being in the r ange between 800 and 1200 microsecondso 
Four of the sferic waveforms t aken on this data are 
shown in Figure 8 to il l ustrate some of the aspects of ob= 
servations made on a sweep duration of approximately 4000 
microse condso In particular 9 the following characteristics 
should be noted g 
Figure 8(a)g The appearance of multiple strokes on a 
single sweep permits measurement of the 
time i nterval between strokeso Verifica= 
tion that strokes come from the same di= 
rection can be made by reading the direc-
tion finde r o In some case s two or more 
distinct dire c tions may be noted and in 
other cases only a single direction is 
noted for two or three sferics on the 
same trace o 
Figure 8(b) g Thi. s photograph shows a very low fre = 
quency sferic which lasted for a duration 
of over 4000 microsecondso 
Figure S(c)~ A somewhat higher frequency sferic which 
de creases to a small amplitude in less 
than one=half the trace duration 9 but 
continues at this lower level for the 
remainde r of the trace is illustrated 
hereo 
• 
Figure 8(c)i This illustrates a high amplitude low 
frequency sferic followed by a higher 
frequen cy but low amplitude signal o 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
At the present time 9 the quantity of data available is 
not sufficient to arrive a t any def inite conclusions con= 
cerning the correlation of the durat ion of sferic waveforms 
with a particular me teorologic a l c onditiono However , it is 
apparent that a very wide v ariation in durations exists 9 
and additional research to establish a definite correlation 
would be very worthwhi.leo A particularly important inves= 
tigation which should be made involves the relationship of 
the duration of the sferic to the fre quency components ., with 
emphas is on the duratl.on of t he high frequency sferics as = 
sociated wi. t h tornadoes ,, It appears quite possible that 
such sferics consis t of a h igh frequency superimposed upon 
a low frequency variation of long duration,, It is diffi= 
cult to obtain data to a scertain the presence of high fre= 
quency sferics when observations are made on a 4000 micro= 
second tra ce,, It ls therefore suggested that an investiga-
tion using two separate cathode -~ray tubes 9 one having a 
4000 microse c ond trace and t h e other having a 100 or 200 
microsecond tra ce 9 might be of v alueo By displaying the 
sferic on these t wo traces simultaneously and obta ining a 
photograph of the two togetherJ definite correlation could 
be established if such existso 
In gen era l 9 t he equi pment prove d to be qui te s at isfac = 
tory afte r the modific a tions were comple ted a s described i n 
46 
the preceding materialo The addition of radar equipment at 
satellite sta tions would be very advant a geouso To obtain 
more accura te direction finding information, the present 
equipment should be modified by replacing the two ~inch 
cathode=ray tube with a five -inch tube and placing an il= 
luminated angular scale around its peripheryo If this scale 
were cons t ructed of lucite.il it could be lighted from the e dge 
and the illuminat ion synchronized with the camera operationo 
After the comp l e te analys i s of the data taken at the 
Oklahoma Ci ty l a bora tory has been c ompleted by Mro Jo Po 
Lindsey $) add itiona l i nforma tion wil l undoubtedl y be made 
available in his thesis for those c ontinuing this studyo 
It is recommended that further investigations of the dura = 
tion of the sferic waveforms be conductedo 
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